 www.itaipeleg.com
 contact@itaipeleg.com

ITAI PELEG
NEXT DREAM JOB

I'm looking for a position as a full stack developer with the latest & greatest technologies, in a place with a
great social atmosphere.
EMPLOYMENT
2012-Present

Senior full stack developer & Scrum Master

NICE Actimize

NICE Actimize fights financial crimes globally. It is in production in 10/10 of the largest US banks.
My team works on the client facing web-application: enterprise high-scale system, supporting different environments.


Promoted to Senior Developer.
Hands-on development on complex platform features, designing UX-oriented, coding with high security standards.
End to end process, including unit tests & automation testing, and documentation.



Promoted to Scrum Master.
Leading a mixed team and mentoring new developers. Planning features from design to timely delivery.






Only employee in the company with two hackathon projects productized.
Only employee in the group selected to fly abroad to clients during past 4 years (group has 30 people).
Focal point company-wide for integration & embedding an external system (Tableau).
Recognition award for initiating social events.

2010-2012

Full stack developer

InCauda

InCauda was a startup for online ad distribution. Had a major client, closed due to lack of funding.




First employee in a 4-people startup; worked and trained independently.
Built a management system from scratch for clients on a new framework.

EDUCATION AND SERVICE
2006-2010
B.Sc. in Computer Science

Awarded the Lubner Prize (for extensive volunteer work)

Ben Gurion University

2003-2006

IDF

Army Service

2000-2002
Graduated with Honors
Amit High School

Received the Shazar Award by the president of Israel (for a research project in history)
LANGUAGES & TECHNICAL KNOWLEDGE
Languages:
Hebrew (mother tongue), English (mother tongue level).
Expert:
Java (Hibernate, Spring), SQL, JSP, Web (HTML, JavaScript, JQuery, CSS, REST).
Novice:
Python, Django framework, AngularJS.
More:
Tomcat server, Maven, Jenkins, SVN.
Methodologies: Agile development, secured coding, UX concepts.
VOLUNTEER WORK
2013-Present

Computer Science Teacher on weekend Fridays

Ostrovsky High School

Ostrovsky High School admits all applicants, yet 99% of the students graduate the final exams.




Started as a 1x1 tutor. From 2014: Assistant-Teacher in classroom. From 2016: Independent teacher.
Teaching Java and web-programming.

2016-Present

CEO on weekend Saturdays

Adi Choir

Adi Young Classical Choir is a semi-professional choir, unique as a financially independent Israeli choir.




Joined as a singer in 2013, selected as CEO in 2016.
Established a non-profit organization. Managing a volunteer team. Initiating projects (as re-branding).

